**Play-by-Play Summary (1st period)**
NC State vs Clemson (3/20/2021 at Clemson, S.C., UNITED STATES)

### NC State Starters:
- GK 1 Krapf, Leon
- DEF 2 Pedregosa, Pablo
- DEF 5 Smith, Jamie
- FWD 7 Brisma, Ivy
- MID 8 Sweeney, Brad
- FWD 9 Muskwe, Kuda
- DEF 12 Cross, Parker
- MID 13 Hernandez, Alex
- MID 14 Asomani, George
- MID 18 Segev, Tal
- DEF 19 Bautista, Alex

### Clemson Starters:
- GK 1 Marks, George
- DEF 3 Ågren, Oskar
- DEF 4 Malou, Justin
- DEF 5 Diop, Hamady
- MID 8 Johnson, Callum
- MID 10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe
- DEF 15 Asensio, Charlie
- MID 17 McNeill, Quinn
- MID 21 Sylla, Ousmane
- FWD 25 Brighton, James
- DEF 27 Reid, Isaiah

---

00:00  Krapf, Leon at goalie for NC State.
00:00  Marks, George at goalie for Clemson.
07:16  Shot by Tigers Brighton, James BLOCKED.
10:06  Corner kick by Tigers [10:06].
10:44  Shot by Tigers Diop, Hamady WIDE RIGHT.
11:20  Foul on Clemson.
13:05  Corner kick by Tigers [13:05].
13:38  Shot by Tigers McNeill, Quinn HIGH.
15:30  Corner kick by Tigers [15:30].
15:58  Foul on Clemson.
17:06  Foul on NC State.
20:15  Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum WIDE LEFT.
21:14  Foul on NC State.
27:26  Tigers substitution: Parrish, Brandon for Sylla, Ousmane.
30:28  Foul on Clemson.
31:35  Foul on Clemson.
32:38  Corner kick by Tigers [32:38].
32:55  Tigers substitution: Seye, Mohamed for Brighton, James.
33:21  Shot by Tigers Parrish, Brandon BLOCKED.
33:46  Offside against NC State.
34:59  Foul on Clemson.
36:54  Foul on Clemson.
38:14  Foul on NC State.
41:02  Tigers substitution: Hallenberger, Josh for Johnson, Callum.
43:26  Foul on Clemson.
44:49  Yellow card on Tigers Seye, Mohamed.
45:00  Offside against NC State.
45:00  End of period [45:00].
45:00  Tigers substitution: Johnson, Callum for Hallenberger, Josh.
45:00  Tigers substitution: McNeill, Quinn for Sullivan, Dylan.
45:00  Tigers substitution: Sylla, Ousmane for Parrish, Brandon.
45:00  Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Seye, Mohamed.
Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period)
NC State vs Clemson (3/20/2021 at Clemson, S.C., UNITED STATES)

45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].

45:00 For Wolfpack: #1 Krapf, Leon, #2 Pedregosa, Pablo, #5 Smith, Jamie, #7 Brisma, Ivy, #8 Sweeney, Brad, #9 Muskwe, Kuda, #12 Cross, Parker, #13 Hernandez, Alex, #14 Asomani, George, #18 Segev, Tal, #19 Bautista, Alex.

45:00 For Tigers: #1 Marks, George, #3 Ågren, Oskar, #4 Malou, Justin, #5 Diop, Hamady, #8 Johnson, Callum, #10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe, #15 Asensio, Charlie, #17 McNeill, Quinn, #21 Sylla, Ousmane, #25 Brighton, James, #27 Reid, Isaiah.

47:56 Shot by Tigers McNeill, Quinn HIGH.

48:55 Shot by Wolfpack Brisma, Ivy WIDE RIGHT.

55:16 Corner kick by Tigers [55:16].

56:16 Foul on NC State.

56:48 Corner kick by Tigers [56:48].

58:15 Wolfpack substitution: Foster, Aidan for Hernandez, Alex.

58:23 Corner kick by Wolfpack [58:23].

59:05 Shot by Wolfpack Muskwe, Kuda, SAVE Marks, George.

59:16 Shot by Wolfpack Foster, Aidan WIDE.

60:51 Yellow card on Wolfpack Muskwe, Kuda.

61:44 Shot by Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe BLOCKED.

62:16 Shot by Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe BLOCKED.

63:07 Yellow card on Wolfpack Cross, Parker.

66:44 Foul on Clemson.

67:51 Tigers substitution: Seye, Mohamed for McNeill, Quinn.

70:54 Corner kick by Tigers [70:54].

75:45 Foul on Clemson.

77:13 Shot by Tigers Sylla, Ousmane BLOCKED.

79:21 Foul on NC State.

79:21 PENALTY KICK by Tigers Johnson, Callum MISSED, save Krapf, Leon.

79:21 Corner kick by Tigers [79:21].

80:06 Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum BLOCKED.

80:15 Corner kick by Tigers [80:15].

80:35 Corner kick by Tigers [80:35].


82:51 Foul on NC State.

84:10 Foul on Clemson.

85:18 Foul on Clemson.

85:29 Yellow card on Wolfpack Bautista, Alex.

85:29 Shot by Wolfpack Foster, Aidan, SAVE Marks, George.

85:30 Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum BLOCKED.

85:30 Foul on NC State.

85:30 Tigers Diop, Hamady PENALTY KICK GOAL (FIRST GOAL).

NC STATE 0, CLEMSON 1


86:02 Tigers substitution: McNeill, Quinn for Sylla, Ousmane.

86:58 Foul on Clemson.

87:34 Shot by Wolfpack Segev, Tal BLOCKED.

87:41 Offside against NC State.

89:15 Yellow card on Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe.
89:15 Corner kick by Wolfpack [89:15].
90:00 End of period [90:00].

NC STATE 0, CLEMSON 1